
25 Money Affirmations
To Make You More

Wealthy

Money can be your friend, not your enemy. It
can work with you and for you, multiply, and
bring a bunch of joy into your life. When you

view your money in a positive way, you interact
with your money differently and that, in turn,
can change your entire life.  Positive money
affirmations can help you change the stories

that are keeping you stuck financially. Let's talk
about some money affirmations that can work
fast and have a positive impact on your life in

many different ways.
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Money
comes from
unexpected
places
 



I spend
money on
things
that bring
me joy



Money is
abundant



I don't often
impulse buy. 



NOT

ALL

DEBT

IS

BAD

 



I  W E L C O M E
C A L C U L A T E D
R I S K S  I N  M Y

L I F E



I GIVE
GENEROUSLY

 



I keep
track
of my

money
 



I consistently work on
building up my 



Whatever
I try has a
chance to
succeed 



I appreciate the money I
have in my life

 



I surround myself with

people who have a

good relationship with

money 



I easily let

go of past

money

regrets.  



Money is in
constant flow



I deserve

money 



I have a
sense of

peace
around
money



I make sure to
release fears that
come up around

money



I am in control
of the money
coming in and
out of my life



I

consistently

increase my

knowledge

around

money



I believe there are more paths to financial
prosperity than just the traditional path.



Abundance IS for
me



I

I can achieve
financial prosperity



I can maintain

financial prosperity



I can become wealthy

by being a good person. 



Being wealthy
means that I

can help those
who need it. 


